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Abstract

In this thesis we study dynamical systems coming from fourth order conservative

equations. The methods used combine variational and topological methods. The

dynamics of these systems is restricted to energy manifolds which foliate the phase

space. Since the solutions lie on three dimensional energy surfaces the orbits can

be regarded as knots and braids in the energy surface. Therefore we identify orbits

of the system with braids in three dimensions. The space of braids decomposes

into braid classes. We define topological invariants for braids that allow us to

prove forcing results for periodic solutions. In order to avoid analytical difficulties

of infinite dimensional spaces we use the concept of discretized braid diagrams.

To pass from infinite dimensional space to a finite dimensional one, variational

techniques are employed. Every bounded solution, on a regular energy level, of a

twist system is a concatenation of monotone laps and can be encoded by its extrema

points. The periodic solutions can be represented in a finite dimensional space of

closed piecewise linear braid diagrams. Conley index theory for the proper and

bounded braid classes proves very efficient for showing the existence of periodic

solutions.

This technique is used in Chapter 3 to impose a partial order on solutions of

the Swift-Hohenberg equation based on forcing relations. Also, the existence of

infinitely many periodic solutions is proved. The homological Conley index of in-

finitely many braid classes, of which the complexity increases with their dimension,

is computed by using mathematical induction on their dimension.

In Chapter 2 we extend the Conley index theory to non-proper braid classes. In

this case the braid class is not an isolating neighborhood. There is a fixed point

of the underlying gradient flow on the boundary of the non-proper braid class.

We overcome this problem by a careful analysis of the flow near to this point.

By applying this result to the Swift-Hohenberg equation we show the existence of

a plethora of different periodic solutions and give an explanation for numerically

observed bifurcation diagrams.
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